The world is digital. We deliver it.
We help you to securely manage and globally deliver digital content, building satisfaction through exceptional reliability and performance.

Digital Demands More

Today, initial impressions, buying decisions, and customer relationships are established and strengthened in the online world.

The success of your business is directly connected to the digital experiences you create for your audience.

But as content complexity increases and consumption patterns shift, it is becoming more and more difficult to engage digital users. Doing so requires a fast, consistent, and secure connection to people everywhere.

Concerns about public Internet capacity and vulnerability lead forward-thinking businesses worldwide to rely on purpose-built networks that assure an excellent quality of experience regardless of those challenges.
The World is Digital. We Deliver It.

Limelight Networks, a global leader in digital content delivery, empowers you to better engage your global audience on any device.

Led by a vision that organizations would one day need to transfer tremendous amounts of data online, Limelight architected its network from the ground up to support the explosion in demand for digital content that we are witnessing today.

The result is the world’s largest, most reliable, secure private content delivery network (CDN). Our infrastructure is uniquely capable of delivering your websites, media, software, and other critical data faster, with greater availability, and free from public Internet hazards.

As technologies have advanced and our network evolved, our customers have risen to new heights with us, delivering events of historic proportions: presidential inaugurations, record-breaking sporting events, legendary software and gaming releases, and more. Our private network affords a remarkable degree of flexibility to scale for changing traffic patterns and achieve optimal performance, even in the most demanding and unpredictable delivery scenarios.

No other provider offers the expertise that Limelight has developed from operating a global private network for over a decade. And no offering matches the Limelight Orchestrate™ platform, a suite of integrated cloud-based services built to connect you with everyone, everywhere.

International load times have improved significantly and make us look more like a global organization.

— Director, Web Strategy, Riverbed Technology

The Limelight Networks platform’s performance, scalability, and reliability were so impressive that we have now deployed it for use with all of our current and upcoming properties.

— Head of IT, Dreamworks
The Delivery Advantage

A superior online experience is your competitive edge in a digital world. Taking advantage of Limelight’s unparalleled scale and performance allows you to deliver content faster, more reliably, and more securely, however your audience wants to consume it—worldwide.

**EXPAND REACH**
Whether you are just entering emerging markets or planning to expand into new geographies, a secure, high-performance infrastructure is essential to your growth objectives. Limelight’s worldwide private network has been delivering traffic at a global scale for over a decade, with top-ranked performance in every region, as measured by independent third parties.

**SECURE CONTENT**
Online security threats are growing in pace, scale, and sophistication. Limelight cloud security services protect your organization’s digital investment by detecting and mitigating multiple attack vectors to avoid costly downtime and prevent the illicit distribution of your content.

**GO MOBILE**
When you partner with Limelight’s forward-thinking experts, you remain ahead of the mobile curve and avoid sinking capital into technologies that can quickly become insufficient or obsolete. We optimize your content delivery for a quickly changing mobile landscape so you can remain focused on your core business, even as mobile technology evolves.

**INCREASE REVENUE**
Our high-performance solutions deliver your content rapidly and reliably—be it websites, video on demand, live streams, or downloads. Your audience spends more time interacting with your brand; you can better monetize premium content, improve conversion rates, create personalized experiences, and turn online visitors into engaged customers.

**SIMPLIFY OPERATIONS**
Complex workflows, disjointed systems, and a lack of support can put a strain on your ability to deliver digital content, limiting productivity and revenue. Limelight’s on-demand cloud services integrate with your existing technology for seamless end-to-end workflows. With our experts on your side, you spend less time managing technology and more time managing your business.

**CONTROL COST**
Effectively managing the resources required to engage a global, mobile, digital audience at scale is a key business priority. Our elastic, cloud-based services enable you to gain efficiencies while enjoying the fixed cost of a dedicated service provider. You maintain control of your in-house systems; we handle the rest. Actionable analytics empower you to make informed business decisions enabling better audience engagement.
A Solution for You

**Video Delivery**

Digital media, broadcast, entertainment and enterprise corporations need to publish video at the speed of light, in every format, for every user device, and sometimes under less than ideal network conditions. Limelight’s powerful combination of delivery, storage, and video management solutions help you optimize the quality of experience you provide to every viewer while simplifying the workflows required to do so.

**Web Delivery**

High-performing websites and web applications strengthen your brand and increase conversions. Your text, images, and rich media can move faster and farther than ever before with Limelight’s patented web delivery solutions. High-efficiency caching and worldwide storage ensure that your digital data is always within the immediate reach of a geographically distributed audience, on any device.

**Software Delivery**

Successfully releasing software and updates at scale requires massive infrastructure and global reach. Some of the world’s largest software and gaming companies depend on Limelight’s global infrastructure to create a smooth download experience. Rich analytics empower you to track important metrics like download completion rates, so you can be assured that your next release is delivered to your users anywhere on the globe.

When launching a multi-screen video service, content owners need to meet, and exceed, consumer expectations of the viewing experience. We’re excited that by working with Limelight we can seamlessly provide an exceptional offering that meets this need.

— Co-founder, NeuLion
The Limelight Orchestrate Platform

The Limelight Orchestrate platform is a suite of services that puts the power of a worldwide network and intelligent software in your hands, while simplifying the complexity of engaging a digital audience. Uniquely integrated with our private delivery infrastructure, the Orchestrate platform provides instant and reliable access to your websites, rich media, software, data, and more, from any device worldwide.

**Orchestrate Delivery**
Distribute your content with high speed and high availability in every market you serve on a private network dedicated solely to Limelight customer traffic. Connections to user access networks everywhere in the world allow you to cache files directly next to your global audience in all of the regions where they reside for quick and efficient access to your content.

**Orchestrate Security**
Security is a business imperative. Orchestrate Security is designed to fit seamlessly into your existing workflows without requiring complex processes or additional capital expenditures. DDoS Attack Interceptor can detect and mitigate attacks worldwide to avoid costly downtime and bill shock. For SSL traffic, Limelight provides one of the largest SSL footprints on the planet. Additional DRM support, encryption, and authentication ensure that your content is not just securely distributed, but that it is only accessed where you want it, how you want it, and by the audience that you intend.

**Orchestrate Performance**
The industry’s fastest website accelerator optimizes the user experience end-to-end from the source through the browser and back again. It uses both static and dynamic delivery techniques to dramatically reduce the time your audience waits for your website to load. Automated optimizations prioritize and adjust the presentation of content based on parameters you set for shorter time to user interaction and better audience engagement.

**Orchestrate Storage**
Storing your content in the cloud puts it closer to end users everywhere. It also offloads management from your infrastructure to a proven service provider while simultaneously increasing the availability, performance, scalability, and protection of your data. With Limelight Orchestrate Storage, you can automatically manage, format, and replicate your files on-network from within the Limelight global infrastructure. Local ingest and delivery points in every region make it possible to do so wherever you are, and wherever your users are.

**Orchestrate Video**
A simple user interface, complete set of APIs, and powerful software allow you to store, manage, and publish your live and on-demand multimedia content quickly and easily to any screen. The Orchestrate online video platform is fully integrated with our private delivery network and cloud storage for performance levels unmatched by any other provider in the market.

*Limelight not only offers a proven solution that accelerates dynamic content for all of our users, wherever they live; it also does so cost effectively. We are very satisfied with Limelight’s web performance functionality.*
— Senior Manager, Software Development, Ocean Spray
Your Success Is Our Success
The best technology alone is not enough to guarantee your success in engaging an online audience.

Limelight Networks is a values-based organization fully dedicated to your success. We engage with you as we would like service providers to engage with us, with every member of our service team personally responsible for ensuring a great digital experience for your audience, and a great customer experience for you. Every great digital experience you create using our solutions is a win for both of us—anywhere in the world, on any kind of device, any time.

Limelight differentiates on more than distribution of content. They help us translate and transcode the content and make it ready for consumption by any device anywhere. We need a partner that can help us deliver on the promise for our brand and Limelight is good at helping us deliver on that promise. When I look at the ROI from my investment with Limelight I look at how it is consistent with my value proposition to my customers.

— CEO, SellPoints

Limelight staff treat our problems as if they are an employee of our organization. That’s exceptional commitment to problem solving.

— CEO, Vitrium LLC

Corporate Social Responsibility
As an industry-leading corporation, Limelight Networks practices social responsibility in all that we do. With the goal of minimizing adverse impact and maximizing our contributions to the communities where we and our customers do business, we focus on three key areas:

- Environmental responsibility
- Community involvement
- Ethical business conduct
At Limelight Networks, we are relentless in optimizing the digital experiences you deliver to your audience. Where others see challenge, we see the opportunity to create a seamless world of connections between people and ideas. Your success is our success; we take pride when you succeed in that we have succeeded along with you. Until your audience enjoys a better experience than they could find anywhere else, our work is never done.

— Bob Lento, CEO, Limelight Networks